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A Guide for Reviewers:
Editorial Hardball in the 70s

The policies and practices of jour-
nal reviewers have undergone a
marked shift recently. In the past,
reviewers responded primarily to the
judged importance, .theory relevance,
and originality of the idea under
study. Such judgments are inher-
ently subjective, however. In rec-
ognition of the scientific nature of
the psychological enterprise, the new
trend is toward simply listing the
number of methodological flaws and
conceptual alternatives that can be
imputed to a given study. A rec-
ommendation as to whether to ac-
cept the article is then based simply
on the sum of the flaws and alterna-
tives. Some reviewers are not fully
aware of this shift in practices, and
the following rules are offered for
those who wish to understand this
new trend and join ranks with the
forefront.

1. The best way to handle the
question of the importance of the
idea under investigation is to op-
erate under the assumption that
there is a perfect inverse correlation
between its importance and the num-
ber of methodological flaws and al-
ternative interpretations of the
study.

2. The reviewer may similarly
finesse the question of novelty of
the idea under investigation. Be
vigilant, however, for novel methods

of investigation. Novel methods are
suspect because untried.

3. Add points for "real world" in-
vestigations because these are still in
vogue. Subtract points for ecologi-
cal validity in the laboratory set-
ting, however, because this is not
so much in vogue and, other things
being equal, more ecological validity
means messier stimulus materials.
Messy stimulus materials mean
many artifactual explanations.

4. Bear in mind that every study
has artifactual possibilities and that
your prowess as a reviewer consists
in adducing as many of them as pos-
sible. Keep the list below handy,
since most of the examples can be
applied to any study.

a. Experimenter demand charac-
teristics. The nice thing about this
one is that you don't have to think
about exactly how demand charac-
teristics could have produced the
results. Simply assert it. Editors
know that all studies are prone to
them and God knows the authors
realize they are guilty. They know
they didn't take all those Rosenthal
precautions.

b. Social desirability. This is an-
other one that doesn't actually have
to be thought through. The lovely
thing is that obviously the subjects
wouldn't have said or done what
they said or did if they didn't think
it was desirable. There's really no
way out of this one.

c. Motivational relevance. If the
study engages the subjects' interest
and deals with matters that are im-
portant to them, then assert that
the findings were obtained only be-
cause of the motivations or defenses
that were aroused by the proce-
dures.

d. Limitation to trivial situations.
If the study does not engage the
subjects' interest, then so much the
better. It may be claimed that the
phenomenon under study would not
hold up under any but the barren
laboratory situations studied.

e. Subjects' comprehension of in-
structions. If the instructions to
subjects were long and complicated,
assert that the subjects probably

didn't understand them. The same
criticism may be applied if the
instructions were brief.

f. Confounded manipulations. Ex-
cept for the very smallest and most
circumscribed of manipulations, al-
most all independent variable ma-
nipulations involve changing more
than one stimulus component. This
provides a rich source of artifactual
explanations. It is important to
note that the artifactual explanations
need not be at all plausible. The
important thing is that they exist,
and the author should be forced to
rule them out methodologically.
This may often mean that the ma-
nipulation will become so small and
inconsequential that the infant phe-
nomenon is thrown out with the
alternative bathwater. But that's
the author's problem, not yours.

g. Verbal versus behavioral mea-
sures. Criticize any article employ-
ing only verbal measures on the
grounds that verbal measures are
only verbal measures. Criticize any
article having only behavioral mea-
sures on the grounds that the be-
havior might have been produced by
any of a number of a cognitive
states that were not tapped verbally.
Criticize any article in which verbal
measures follow the behavioral mea-
sures on the grounds that the verbal
results were obtained only because
the subject was trying to be con-
sistent with his or her previous "be-
havior. Criticize any article in
which verbal measures precede the
behavioral measures on the grounds
that the behavioral measures were
obtained only because subjects were
trying to be consistent with their
verbal reports. If the order of ver-
bal and behavioral measures is coun-
terbalanced, employ both of the lat-
ter criticisms.

5. Occasionally it may be difficult
to find trivializing explanations, or
the author may have spoiled things
by arguing cogently against them.
The enterprising reviewer is not
daunted by this state of affairs. It
is nearly always possible to find
some interesting, nontrivial, alterna-
tive explanations for the results. In
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that event, insist that more research
be done to choose between the
author's explanation and your own.
If it would be extremely difficult to
design research to test among the
possibilities, that's -the author's prob-
lem. After all, who chose this line
of research?

6. The perspicacious reviewer
leaves no theoretical statement un-
challenged. Nearly always, theo-
retical statements are too broadly
worded, and of course the results
can never establish that the theo-
retical statement is generally true.
Any theoretical statement left stand-
ing must be hedged with at least
three qualifying phrases. In addi-
tion, any reviewer worth his or her
salt can think up as good a theo-
retical position as the author's in a
few minutes' time. The author may
then be criticized for failing to take
this position into account in the
manuscript.

7. Final rule for editors: In the
old days, articles were accepted or
they were rejected outright with a
brief explanation of the reason or
reasons. The modern editor never
makes such a simple-minded deci-
sion. Instead, all authors are sent
a six- to eight-page letter supple-
menting and sometimes contradict-
ing the reviewer's four- to six-page
critical commentary. This letter
begins with the following sentence:
"The reviewer and I are in agree-
ment that your manuscript is not ac-
ceptable in its present form." The
author is then required to deal with
the 10-14 pages of methodological,
statistical, and conceptual criticism
and to cut the length of the article
by one third. Finally, the author is
told that such a revision might be
acceptable but that of course no
commitments can be made in ad-
vance. This effectively discourages
the authors of inferior manuscripts
but leaves them feeling much better
than if the manuscript had actually
been rejected. The author of a
superior manuscript will revise and
resubmit, along with a 10- to 15-
page letter attempting to justify his
or her failure to comply completely

with the editor's instructions for re-
vision. This initiates what is usually
the first of several challenging ex-
changes between editor and author.
Along the way, authors of less su-
perior manuscripts tend progres-
sively to drop out, leaving only the
finest manuscripts for publication.
These manuscripts, of course, have
been greatly improved by dealing at
length with all possible methodologi-
cal and conceptual criticisms and by
largely abandoning the theoretical
considerations that gave rise to the
study.

RICHARD E. NISBETT
University oj Michigan

An Evaluation of 80 Psychology
Journals Based on the Science

Citation Index

Much recent effort has been devoted
to determining a relative ranking of
psychology journals in terms of ex-
cellence. Mace and Warner (1973)
sampled opinions of departmental
chairpersons to determine such rat-
ings, while Koulack and Keselman
(1975) obtained more extensive
evaluations by sampling opinions of
members of the American Psycho-
logical Association. These ratings
have been criticized on various
grounds (e.g., Boor, 1973; Buss &
McDermott, 1976; Gynther, 1973;
Hohn & Fine, 1973; Levin & Kra-
tochwill, 1976; Porter, 1976). One
major drawback to these analyses is
that they simply survey subjective
opinions that may be unrelated to
more objective assessments of jour-
nal esteem and impact. There have
been three recent attempts to ob-
tain a more objective measurement
of journal worth by using some
form of citation analysis (Buss &
McDermott, 1976; Porter, 1976;
White & White, 1977).

The most comprehensive attempt
to obtain an objective assessment of
psychology journals was that of
White and White (1977). Briefly,
they sampled every 10th page of
the 1974 Social Science Citation In-
dex (SSCI) and counted the number
of references to articles appearing in

57 psychology journals in 1972 and
1973. By multiplying the number
of citations found with this sampling
procedure by 10, they were able to
estimate the total number of times
that articles appearing in the 1972
and 1973 issues of the 57 journals
were cited in 1974. In addition, by
dividing this total by the number
of articles appearing in the journals
in those years they were able to
calculate the average number of cita-
tions to an article in each of the
journals. This number, the average
number of citations per article, is
referred to as the impact factor
(Garfield, 1972). White and White
(1977) ranked the 57 psychology
journals by this impact factor.

There are several difficulties with
the White and White (1977) at-
tempt at assessment of psychology
journals. First, since they sampled
only every 10th page, there is the
problem of the reliability of the
figures they obtained. They corre-
lated the rankings obtained from
the first half of the sample with
those from the second half, and
their Pearson r of .72 does not in-
spire confidence that this sampling
procedure produced reliable results.
If the sampling procedure is not
reliable, then obviously the derived
estimates of total citations, the im-
pact factors, and the ratings are
also open to serious question. Ob-
viously what is needed is an evalua-
tion of psychology journals based on
a much more exhaustive sample of
citations.

Another difficulty of the White
and White (1977) study is that a
number of important psychology
journals were not included in their
sample. Some notable omissions
from their study were Cogni-
tive Psychology; Psycho physiology;
Learning & Motivation; Perception
& Psycho physics; Memory & Cog-
nition; and Physiological Psychol-
ogy.

The present report is another at-
tempt to evaluate the relative im-
pact of psychology journals using
citation analysis, but correcting to
a large extent the shortcomings of
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